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Logline
During the SARS epidemic in
Beijing, China, 2003, three
eight-year-old girls uncover
small truths in an afternoon of
school.

Synopsis
May 2003, Beijing, China.
Under the pressure of WHO,
the Chinese government
announced that the SARS
(Severe acute respiratory
syndrome) outbreak is real.
The city is closed. Most
students have been sent home.
During a lockdown inside a
private boarding school, three
eight-year-old girls have to
find a way to make sense of
the world.

Director’s Statement
It was a hot summer day at a boarding school in the outskirts of Beijing, China. During
activity time, the principle made an announcement over the loudspeaker: nobody would
be going home anymore, the school was to be locked down because of the outbreak of
SARS. I was eight years old, sitting in my classroom, struggling to memorize the lines
for my first public speech ever. Too young to have the knowledge to make sense of the
world, something I still suspect was absent in adults in that period of time, I felt for the
first time the urgency to search for something real, something that could help me make
sense of the world and make sense of my own life.
Moments like this keep coming back to me as I’ve grown up. I have constantly found
myself in similar situations despite the passing of time and the changes in my body. The
only difference is that as I get older and older, I’m not as honest about my feelings as
when I was a kid. With this film I want to capture the raw emotions stimulated by
childhood discoveries, the urgency to make sense of the ambiguous and arbitrary world,
the bold decisions, the awkward fantasies, the rare moment of finding our place on the
map of the world.

The

Ta l e n t

Harmonie He
Harmonie is an nine-year-old actress in
Hollywood. She has been active in TV
series and movies. Recently she played
the young version of Lucy Lu’s
character in CBS show Why Women
Kill as Young Simone.

Chedi Chang
Chedi is a seven-year-old rhythmic
gymnast and fashion model living in
Los Angeles, California.

Gloria Xiong
Gloria is a eleven-year-old straight A
fifth grader who likes to sing, swim
and try all kinds of food.

The
F i l m m a ke r s

Haohao Yan
WRITER/DIRECTOR
Haohao is a writer-director based in LA. Born and grew up
in Beijing, China, she came to the U.S to pursue her B.A. in
Film and Television Production at UCLA School of Theater
Film and Television. After graduation, she stayed in LA and
worked as a freelancer with a focus on Chinese-American
coproduction film and commercials. In 2019, she graduated
from the directing program at American Film Institute.

Xiaoxiao Li
PRODUCER
Xiaoxiao Li is an award-winning producer, director. Graduate of
Producing at the American Film Institute.Specialized in U.S.
China co-production, film distribution and marketing. Working
with Huaxia Film Distribution, Vogue, New York Documentary
Festival, MassMutual Financial Group, etc., earning her
Filmmaking MFA degree at 2016, also was invited by Featured
Candidate of International Youth Leadership Summit as the
filmmaker representative. Her film “SUPERCAR MAN" won
more than 20 categories in International Film Festivals and has
been highly acclaimed by critics and film festivals alike while
garnering distribution worldwide.

Anton Shavlik
Cinematog r apher
Anton is an American cinematographer who received his
masters degree from the AFI. He has worked in Europe,
Asia and the Americas and his films have played at
festivals such as Sundance and Palm Springs. He has a
degree in political science.

Menghan QI
Pr oduction Designer
Born and raised in the North region of China, she received
traditional art training from an early age and graduated from
LuXun Academy of Fine Art. Prior to moving to the US, she
pursued her M.F.A in Painting at Savannah College of Art and
Design. Working with drawing, painting and installations, Qi’s
work has been wildly shown internationally and nationally in the
U.S, Europe, Canada and China. including: Katzen Art Center,
Mi gallery, Crossing Art Space, Gallery 50, Laney Contemporary
Fine Art and more.

Luqi Zhao
Editor
Luqi Zhao is from Kunming, a city in Southwest China. She
graduated from University of North Carolina Wilmington with
a major in Film Studies. During undergrad, she developed a
strong interest in editing which led her to pursue her dream to
become a film editor. She then moved to Los Angeles and
worked in post-production along with graphic design at Market
Street Productions in Venice, California for a year. In 2019,
she graduated from American Film Institute.
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